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Burlington Northern Railroad
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176 E. 5th
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Adams County Courthouse
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CITY, TOWN

STATE
The Hastings Burlington Station is situated on First Street where St. Joseph’s Avenue meets the Burlington tracks from the north. The station terminates the vista of St. Joseph’s Avenue at this point (see photo #2), one block south of Second Street, Hastings’ main business street. The Victory Building (Dutton-Lainson), a major Hastings landmark, stands at the corner of St. Joseph’s Avenue and Second Street, one block north of the Burlington Station.

Designed from 1900-1901 by Omaha architect Thomas Rogers Kimball, the building is an excellent, though modest example of Spanish Colonial Revival architecture which became popular in the United States between 1915-1925. The building is a long, narrow rectangular mass which builds from a low one-story structure to two stories toward the center (photo #1). A slightly higher and projecting two story pavilion is the focal point of the composition (photo #3). Low-pitched hipped roofs shelter the main one- and two-story sections while the central pavilion displays a gable roof with return cornices. The roof of the one-story element projects beyond the exterior walls creating a covered portico which continues around the perimeter of the building (photo #4). At the rear of the building the portico connects to a tee-shaped portico which extends back (south) from the central pavilion to track side where it parallels the tracks (photo #5).

Structurally, the light colored pressed brick building rests upon a smooth-cut stone foundation. The brick is left exposed on the ground floor under the portico where cut stone sills and segmentally arched brick openings enhance the wall. Above the portico roof, all brick walls are finished with a moderately textured plaster. Classically derived cut-stone ornament surrounds the windows on the second level and adorns the cornice of the gabled, central pavilion giving the building a modest churreriaresque character (photo #3). This effect is enhanced by the pueblo style bracket capitals above the columns of the portico. As originally built, the roof has sheathed with Spanish tiles which contributed to the overall Spanish effect. These tiles are extant only on the rear tee extension of the portico. The remainder of the building is re-roofed with asphalt shingles.

The interior of the building was substantially remodeled in 1945, just in time for the switch over from steam to diesel locomotion, and again in ca. 1971, when the depot switched over to Amtrak. Early descriptions indicate a very elaborate interior, so elaborate that one high level Burlington official purportedly called it a "monument to extravagance". The building contained eighteen rooms, among which was a large, quite ornate 2-story main waiting room. Baggage rooms, a ticket office, a large two-story restaurant (in the east wing) and other passenger comforts were provided on the ground floor. Upstairs, in the central pavilion,
a telegraph-dispatchers office (complete with eight new telegraph instruments), conductor's lounge and office and the Agent's office were provided. The projecting south bay of the central pavilion provided the dispatchers with a complete view of the railroad yards.

Interior finishes must have been opulent. The main waiting room is said to have had twelve cluster electric chandeliers with a total of 52 gas and electric lights in the room. There were over two hundred lights, both inside and out, at the building's completion. Other interior finishes included an eight-foot high marble wainscot and white marble fountain in the main waiting room.

The building was completed and in operation in September of 1902 and has continued in this capacity until 1971 when it became an Amtrak facility. Although the interior has been substantially altered, the building is in excellent repair on the outside. The building maintains its original function, however in a reduced capacity. From the outside, it maintains a significant role as landmark and as symbol of an important era in Hasting's development.
The importance of the railroads in the settlement of the Great Plains region is fundamental and the settlement of Adams County illustrates this point well.

The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad was organized in 1869 with a plan to lay track from Omaha across the drift hills of eastern Nebraska to the new capitol City of Lincoln and beyond—over the plains area of southern Nebraska and on to Denver, Colorado. At this time, settlement had been confined to the fringes of the plains adjacent to the more densely settled drift hills region of southeast Nebraska (exceptions to this would be the sparse settlement along the old roads and along the recently developed line of the Union Pacific Railroad through the Platte River valley). As the road neared the plains area (near Crete in Saline County) the railroad adopted a plan of platting towns along its route to encourage settlement and to sell their land grants to pay for the road. They established stations every seven to ten miles which served as supply points and later as the nuclei for new villages. They adopted an alphabetical system for naming these towns beginning with Archer (a switching yard in Lincoln) and continuing on through Berks, Crete, Dorchester, Exeter, Fairmont, Grafton, Harvard, Inland, etc. Hastings (founded 1871) was located where the St. Joseph and Denver City Railroad crossed the Burlington Line between Inland and Juniata. Development in Hastings progressed rapidly. By 1880 Hastings had become a major division point for the railroads and had trains leaving town in five different directions. By the time the new Burlington station was being completed in 1902 Hastings was considered the third major railroad center in Nebraska with eight different lines radiating in all directions from the city.

Expanded rail service along with increased public optimism following the World’s Columbian Exposition (Chicago, 1893) and the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition (Omaha, 1893) lead to continue discussion about a new Burlington depot in Hastings. The Burlington's first depot was built in 1873, burned down and was re-built in 1879 on its site on Bellevue Avenue. In 1880 the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad merged with the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad thus insuring the Burlington's continued status as Hastings' major railroad. As the new century approached, discussion centered around a depot which was fitting
not only the Burlington's status, but which was suitable as the gateway into one of south-central Nebraska's more important towns.

Architect Kimball's connection to the project is not entirely clear but he was acquainted with Burlington General Manager Holdrege and was the architect for the Burlington Station in Omaha beginning in 1896. Considered one of the finest (and one of the earliest) Neo-Classical revival buildings in the country, Omaha's Burlington Station was a masterpiece of classical design. In the Hastings depot he continued a tradition of classical design but made significant steps toward a new idiom—one which would come to prominence some 15 to 20 years later.

The railroad station had for some time had major importance in the architectural development of cities around the country. Prior to 1900, the most significant stations were built in the Romanesque mode of design. The World's Columbian Exposition initiated a general move toward classicism which included the railroad station as a major part of its City Beautiful movement. It wasn't, however, until after the turn of the century that classicism really took hold and came to prominence (McKim, Mead and White's Pennsylvania Station, for example, dates to 1906-10). Kimball's Omaha station, designed two years before the Omaha Exposition (1898) is especially significant in this light.

The Hasting's Burlington Station has a strong classical component in its formal composition. Basically a tri-partite composition, the building has a subtle five-part effect in the extension of the one-story element to each side (see photo #2). The Beaux-arts character of the form is enhanced by the central, projecting pavilion in its classically derived gable roof with return cornice and corner pilasters. The eclectic nature of the building is seen most clearly in its details. Classically derived motifs in cut stone combine to create an overall churriquesresque effect. Window grills in the second story, an essential Spanish Colonial revival element, are here treated in neo-classical designs. While the roof and the portico show distinct Spanish influence, the eclecticism of the whole is show again in the use of straight shafted doric columns in combination with pueblo-style bracket capitals. The significance of this building lies in its rather conservative yet early attempt to move into a new idiom. Kimball went on a design three other buildings in the mode, one (begun in 1901) being one of his major works, Omaha's St. Cecelia's Cathedral.

While the mission style of architecture (defined by Whiffen p. 213-216) was considered the California equivalent of the new-classical
revival, little experimentation had been done in the mode which came
to be known as Spanish Colonial Revival (Whiffen, p. 225–28) prior to
the 1915 Panama–California Exposition in San Diego. After that time the
style took on the proportions of a movement and the period 1915–1925 saw
hundreds of buildings designed in the mode. The earlier, more simple,
Mission style was apparently confined to California but one exception
(which is included as a clipping from "The Improvement Bulletin", Feb. 16,
1901, p. 11, in Kimball's " Scrapbook" p. 161) we know that Kimball was
aware of, that is, the new Northern Pacific Depot at Bismarck, North
Dakota, designed by St. Paul architect A. H. Stem. The only other sources
that we know may have possibly influenced Kimball's move in the direction
of Spanish Colonial Revival is a clipping in his scrapbook (p. 235) of
the Church of La Santisma in Trinidad, Mexico, taken from the American
Architect and Building News, No. 605, July 30, 1887 and a photograph of
an unidentified churriqueruesque cathedral in Kimball's "Photograph Book"
(Nebraska State Historical Society Archives). At any rate, Kimball's
early move into the Spanish Colonial Revival idiom appears to be unique
and generally not based upon contemporary Mission style work in California.

Kimball was perhaps Nebraska's premier architectural talent. Born
in 1862, near Cincinnati, Ohio, he received advanced education at the
University of Nebraska, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the
Cowles Art School in Boston. He then studied in Paris under various
tutors, including the great painter, Harpignies. Back in Boston, he
became a partner in the architectural firm of Walker, Kimball and Best.
Kimball was in charge of the Omaha office of the firm which continued
until 1899 as Walker and Kimball. He practiced alone in Omaha until
1928, when the firm of Kimball, Steele and Sandham was formed. He died
in Omaha in 1934. He was architect-in-chief of the Trans-Mississippi
and International Exposition in Omaha (1898), professional advisor to
the Nebraska State Capitol Commission and is credited with writing that
competition, was elected a Fellow in the American Institute of Architects
in 1901 and served as A.I.A. National President from 1918–1920.

The Burlington Station stands as an important Hastings' landmark
and as a forerunner of Spanish Colonial Revival architecture. Its use
as an Amtrak station on the Burlington Northern (1970 merger of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy with the Great Northern Railroad) line
appears secure for the near future.
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Photo 1
Anon, n.d.
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Historic view of the depot looking S along St. Joseph's Avenue

Photo 2
Contemporary view of depot looking S along St. Joseph's Ave.
Photo by D. Murphy, June 1976
(NSHS 7606/16:17)

Photo 3
View of N façade looking SE
Photo by D. Murphy, June 1976
(NSHS 7606/16:16)
Photo 4
Detail view of S façade looking NW
Photo by D. Murphy, June 1976
(NSHS 7606/16:26)

Photo 5
View showing covered portico to S of depot
looking WNW
Photo by D. Murphy, June 1976
(NSHS 7606/16:24)